SHALL WE BE ARBITRARY OR REASONABLE: STANDARDS OF REVIEW FOR AGENCY THRESHOLD DETERMINATIONS UNDER NEPA

Why, lad, they tell me, that on the Big-lakes there's the best of hunting and a great range, without a white man on it, unless it may be one like myself. I'm weary of living in clearings, and where the hammer is sounding in my ears from sunrise to sundown.*

In the early nineteenth century, when Cooper's Natty Bumppo ran westward to avoid the encroachment of oncoming settlers, the wilderness and its bounty must have indeed seemed endless. Our pioneers and entrepreneurs did not hesitate to appropriate those resources to gradually develop our present industrialized and highly technical society. Economic growth has been a top objective of our government from the time of Alexander Hamilton to the present. However, in the late 1960's and early 1970's Congress responded to a rising consciousness that there was a need "to control, at long last, the destructive engine of material progress,"1 and enacted a series of statutes concerned with preserving the quality of our environment.2

The National Environmental Protection Act of 1969 (NEPA), went into effect on January 1, 1970.3 It consists of a declaration of purpose followed by two separate titles.4 Title I contains both the broad policy statement of Congress "to use all practicable means and measures . . . to create and maintain conditions under which man and nature can exist in productive harmony,"5 and the "action-forcing mechanism"6 of Section 102(2)(c) that requires all Federal agencies to prepare an environmental impact statement for all "major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment." Title II established the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ), designed to be an overseer of the NEPA, and to promulgate guidelines for compliance with the Act.8

*J. COOPER, THE PIONEERS (1823).
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7NEPA at § 102(2)(c).
The NEPA has been described as "woefully ambiguous" and its "meager" legislative history has not greatly aided courts in its interpretation. However, this very lack of data on Congressional intent is one factor which has encouraged courts to freely interpret the NEPA. As Justice Marshall has stated, "this vaguely worded statute seems designed to serve as no more than a catalyst for development of a 'common law' of NEPA. To date, the courts have responded in just that manner and have created such a 'common law'." Clearly, the courts have played the dominant role in enforcing compliance with the procedural requirements of the NEPA, and to the extent that these procedural requirements have been defined and implemented, the courts may be credited with this achievement.

The bulk of litigation under the NEPA has come from the action-forcing mechanism of the environmental impact statement. Section 102(2)(c) of the Act requires all agencies of the Federal government to "include in every recommendation or report on proposals for legislation and other major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment, a detailed statement." This procedural mechanism, of a detailed impact statement, was intended to alter the decision making process of federal agencies so that environmental concerns would be given "appropriate consideration in decision making along with economic and technical considerations." In addition, the environmental impact statement serves to advise other interested agencies and the public of the environmental consequences of planned federal action. In this way, the NEPA serves as "an affirmative freedom of information act." This externalization of the agency review process, through inclusion of other agencies and the public, was an innovative method meant to guard against excessive agency bias in considering environmental matters. It was feared that other traditional bureaucratic concerns would tend to receive more emphasis in absence of this requirement.
The impact statement has proven to be an important tool which provides valuable information to environmentalists and to other concerned groups, at agency expense. This approach has enabled these groups to more effectively oppose projects which have agency-defined adverse environmental impacts, and this litigation has forced agencies to take environmental concerns seriously.

Under the NEPA, the agency with overall responsibility for the proposed federal action is entrusted with the task of preparing the environmental impact statement. A federal agency may not "rubber stamp" a state or privately prepared impact statement to satisfy the requirements of the NEPA, but instead must itself study the impacts. However, not all federal actions require that an impact statement be prepared; only those actions that are "major" and "significantly" impact upon the human environment call for the preparation of a statement.

The statutory language would seem to indicate a two-prong test looking towards size and significance, but that is not how the greater number of courts have interpreted the statutory language. The current holding seems to be that "significance" is the truly important test, and that "major" merely indicates that size should be an important factor in determining significance. The reasoning is that even if a very minor project still has a profound impact upon the environment, perhaps because of cumulative effect, then an environmental impact statement would still be required.

The agency which would have the task of preparing the environmental impact statement for a proposal is responsible for making the threshold determination of whether the impact statement is necessary. The agency is to evaluate the environmental consequences of a proposal before it, and then decide if those consequences would have any adverse effects upon the environment. If the agency deems these effects significant, then it proceeds to prepare a detailed impact statement which studies these effects so that they may be given serious consideration along with other factors in a cost-benefit
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On the other hand, if the agency initially finds no significant impact, then it does not prepare an impact statement.

The problem with agency threshold determinations of no significant environmental impact is that other agencies and the public are not allowed the same quality of information and participation they would have if an environmental impact statement were prepared. Adverse effects that might surface from an environmental impact statement are not identified and thus do not enter agency analysis. For some federal projects or proposals, it is clear that an impact statement is necessary. For example, a large hydroelectric project that will involve flooding thousands of acres will obviously have an important effect on the surrounding environment. For other projects and proposals, such as the construction of a high-rise building in a downtown area with other high-rise buildings, it is not clear that there will be any adverse environmental impacts. This is the “grey” area when the courts have played an important role.

The courts have dealt with this problem area in various ways. Hanly v. Kliendienst was the first important circuit court decision establishing the requirement that “in making the threshold determination authorized by Section 102(2)(c) of NEPA the agency must affirmatively develop a reviewable environmental record.” Other courts followed Hanly in requiring a reviewable agency record of the threshold determination. This court-enforced requirement was embodied in the Council on Environmental Quality’s (CEQ) regulation recommending the preparation of an “environmental assessment” as a preliminary device to aid in the determination of whether a full impact statement is necessary. The CEQ regulations indicate that the environmental assessment should be comprehensive in its study of the effects of a proposed action before the agency can determine from the assessment whether the action is “significant” for the purposes of the NEPA.
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Judge Friendly, in his dissent in *Hanly v. Kliendienst,* expressed concern that this type of environmental assessment was a "mini-impact" statement which might "come to replace the impact statement in the grey area." However, the courts have come to recognize a substantial difference between the environmental assessment, which is brief, and the environmental impact statement, which must be detailed and is to consider many more factors.

The environmental assessment acts as a screening device to enable the agency to separate those significantly impacting projects from the insignificant ones, and allows agencies with limited resources to focus on truly crucial federal actions. Nevertheless, even with this much of a record of agency consideration there still exists the possibility of agency oversight of important considerations. Also, agency abuse might be present in the process of compiling and reviewing the environmental consequences of actions, when important threshold determinations are made. The impact statement process requires a lengthy period for comment by other agencies and the public, and this costs the agency much in time and resources. The temptation to avoid this "expensive" process may be a factor in areas where it seems possible. Court review of threshold determinations insures that the agency is not avoiding its NEPA mandated responsibilities. Careful court review is important because, "the spirit of the Act would die aborning if a facile, ex parte decision that the project was minor or did not significantly affect the environment were too well shielded from impartial review."

The NEPA gives no indication of the proper standard of review to be employed by courts when examining agency threshold determinations. The circuit courts currently use divergent standards of review in looking at agency threshold determinations which find no significant impact. The United States Supreme Court has declined to decide which standard should be applied, thus leaving the lower federal courts in some confusion over which standard to apply. The amount of discretion allowed the agencies in making threshold determinations varies among the federal appellate courts, although the courts will
usually give substantial weight to agency determinations because their processes involve the analysis of technical data as well as the making of subjective value judgments. This comment focuses on what these standards are, how they differ, and the problems they present.

**THE "ARBITRARY AND CAPRICIOUS" STANDARD**

As mentioned above, Hanly v. Kliendiens was the first important circuit court decision dealing with the issue of what standard of review a court should use in reviewing an agency decision not to prepare an environmental impact statement. In that case the General Services Administration’s (GSA) had determined that the construction of a jail in Manhattan posed no problems of environmental impact. The United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit had to decide whether the GSA’s determination satisfied the procedural requirements of the NEPA. That court outlined its proper function when reviewing agency decisions, which was:

to determine *de novo* all relevant questions of law . . . and . . . to abide by the Administrative Procedure Act, which limits us in matters not involving an agency’s rule making or adjudicatory function to determining whether its findings are arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion or otherwise not in accordance with law or without observance of procedure required by law.

To apply the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) standards the court must determine whether agency findings are factual, thus discretionary, or instead legal, thus subject to *de novo* review. The more factual in nature an agency decision is, the narrower the scope of review by the courts. This implies great difficulty in deciding mixed questions of fact and law. The Hanly court attempted to resolve this dilemma by first stating that the issue in the case involved a question of law in the meaning of the word “significantly,” and a question of fact in whether the project would have a significantly adverse environmental impact.

The Hanly court then developed a two-factor test to determine whether an action is environmentally significant. First, the court considered “the extent to which the action will cause adverse environmental effects in excess of those
created by existing uses in the area." Next, the court looked at the "absolute" or cumulative harm resulting from the action's "contribution to existing adverse conditions." The court stated that it would then look to see whether the agency's environmental assessment satisfied that two-part test in matters considered by the agency, and whether the agency observed the procedure required by law in making its assessment and determination of no significant impact. If the agency demonstrated by its record that it made an "informed preliminary decision," rather than an "arbitrary and capricious" one, then the Hanly court would not require anything further.

One of the major reasons given by the Hanly court for choosing the "arbitrary and capricious" standard is respect for the agencies' expertise in evaluating the technical data and subjective factors. Because these agencies possess expertise which the Hanly court felt it lacked, the court stated that it should allow the agencies "to have some leeway in applying the law to factual contexts."

Other circuit courts have followed the lead of Hanly by applying the arbitrary and capricious standard, and they have chosen it for similar reasons. The Seventh Circuit has shown its deferential attitude to agency expertise in quantifying areas of uncertain environmental values. The First Circuit has selected the arbitrary and capricious standard because it is "quite narrow in scope," and only allows the court to "assure itself that the agency has given good faith consideration to the environmental consequences of its actions." The Fourth Circuit has also exhibited this same deferential attitude to agency decisionmaking under the NEPA, stating in one decision that "generally . . . the decision not to prepare an EIS [environmental impact statement] is left to the informed discretion of the agency." None of these courts have accepted the proposition that the policy goals and language of the NEPA call for a stricter approach in the review of agency decisionmaking.

Of course, even under the most deferential standard of reviewing threshold determinations under the NEPA, some of the lower courts in these circuits
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have nevertheless been inventive in getting around the narrow scope of review. They have invalidated agency decisions which were considered incorrect. In *City of New York v. United States Department of Transportation* the court ordered the Department of Transportation (DOT) to prepare an environmental impact statement for its plan to authorize the transport of hazardous waste through New York City via the city’s freeways. Although the DOT demonstrated through complicated scientific data that the likelihood of serious consequences arising from a highway accident was of very low probability, the court nonetheless said that the finding of no significant environmental impact was “insufficiently supported by the present record.” The court found the DOT ruling arbitrary and capricious “to the extent the regulation mandates the transport through densely populated areas of other materials — in particular, of spent fuel and other large quantity radioactive material — against the will of local and state legislatures.” The court held that even a small chance of a serious adverse effect called for an environmental impact statement.

As can be seen, the line often blurs between questions of law and fact when a court reviews the difficult question of whether an agency has properly considered the environmental impacts of a proposal. Even in a case such as *Hanly v. Kliendienst* where the finding of no significant impact was not clearly arbitrary, the court still ordered further agency consideration of the matter in the form of a more detailed environmental assessment.

These deviations lead to inconsistency in the application of the standard, and demonstrate that it is not a sufficiently flexible standard for the purposes of the NEPA. It is difficult to reconcile the aforementioned *City of New York* and its narrowing of the scope of agency discretion with a case which supposedly applies the same standard, *Providence Road Community Association v. Environmental Protection Agency*. In *Providence Road*, the court upheld the EPA’s threshold determination of no significant impact of a wastewater treatment project in a rural area. The court stated that it would “assume that the agencies have exercised this discretion appropriately,” unless there was a positive showing of arbitrary action. Overall, this standard has
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not proven workable, nor have the courts who use it developed a consistent approach in its application.

**The Four-Part Test**

Circuit Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia has adopted the arbitrary and capricious standard as its method of review. However, it has modified this to include a four-part test to review an agency’s finding of no significant impact to the environment. The court would, in this test, determine:

1. whether the agency took a ‘hard look’ at the problem;
2. whether the agency identified the relevant areas of environmental concern;
3. as to the problems studied and identified, whether the agency made a convincing case that the impact was insignificant; and
4. if there was an impact of true significance, whether the agency convincingly established that changes in the project sufficiently reduced it to a minimum.

The agency’s threshold determination must meet all of these factors to pass review in this circuit.

In *Sierra Club v. Peterson*, the court reviewed a finding of no significant impact made by the United States Forest Service before it issued oil and gas leases in the Targhee and Bridger-Teton National Forests of Idaho and Wyoming. The *Sierra Club* court applied its four-part test and found that the Forest Service had taken a “hard look” at the problem and had identified the relevant areas of environmental concern. However, the court found that the record did not support a finding of no significant impact, because of a small possibility that some of the leases might permit a level of exploratory activity that could produce significant adverse impacts.

This case demonstrates a stricter standard of review than the arbitrary and capricious standard usually employed in the First, Second, Fourth and Seventh Circuits. It places less trust in agency discretion and more closely scrutinizes agencies charged with carrying out the procedural mandates of the NEPA. By looking at whether “relevant areas” were studied, and whether the agency made a “convincing case” of insignificant impact, the *Sierra Club* court
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indicates that it will allow the agency much less discretion in its appraisal of what constitutes an insignificant impact.

However, Circuit Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia has not been consistent in its approach, and this inconsistency has produced confusion. Earlier, in 1982, this same circuit decided *Cabinet Mountains Wilderness v. Peterson.* In that decision, the court reviewed another threshold determination of no significant impact made by the Forest Service.

The Forest Service had approved a plan for exploratory mineral drilling in the Cabinet Mountains Wilderness Area of northwestern Montana. The area is one of only six ecosystems in the United States that supports grizzly bears, a threatened species. Although the Forest Service found that the exploratory drilling activity could adversely affect the bears, it proposed mitigating measures which it stated would reduce these effects so that no significant impact on the bears would result. The effectiveness of these mitigating measures was disputed, yet the court chose to uphold the decision of the Forest Service not to prepare an impact statement. The court stated that the fourth criterion of its four-part test was satisfied by the mitigating steps proposed by the Forest Service, despite evidence offered to the contrary. This court did not subject the agency's determination to the same level of scrutiny that it later exercised in *Sierra Club v. Peterson,* where a minimal showing of a possible adverse environmental impact caused that court to require the agency to prepare the impact statement before the leases were approved.

Neither the *Sierra Club* decision nor the *Cabinet Mountains* decision, in using the arbitrary and capricious standard, (modified as it is), seems to be in line with the spirit of the "seminal" NEPA case, *Calvert Cliffs Coordinating Committee, Inc. v. United States Atomic Energy Commission.* Although that case did not discuss the issue of the standard of review to be used in examining agency threshold determinations, it did give some indication that a strict standard of review would be in order. The court there stated, "this language does not provide an escape hatch for foot-dragging agencies; it does not make NEPA's procedural requirements somehow 'discretionary.' Congress did not
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intend the Act to be such a paper tiger." The court went on to say that Section 102 sets a high standard for the agencies and must be "rigorously enforced by the reviewing courts."

The District of Columbia Circuit's confusion exemplifies in a nutshell the problem of differing review standards. Until the United States Supreme Court issues a definitive opinion on what the standard should be, the lower federal courts will continue to render different and confused decisions when reviewing agency decisions under the NEPA. Federal agencies will not be able to make threshold determinations of no significant impact and have them received in the same fashion throughout the United States. The propriety of the agency decision may rest at times on the location, jurisdictionally speaking, of the proposed project.

**The "Reasonableness" Standard**

A "reasonableness" standard is the least deferential standard which courts have applied in reviewing agency determinations of no significant impact. The courts that apply the reasonableness standard have expressed a belief that the NEPA calls for a stricter standard than the "arbitrary and capricious" one used under the APA.

*Save Our Ten Acres v. Kreger* states that the "spirit" of the NEPA requires that the threshold decision not be "too well shielded from impartial review," and that the "usual fact determination review rule ought not to be applied to test the basic jurisdiction-type conclusion involved." The Tenth Circuit in *Wyoming Outdoor Coordinating Council v. Butz,* stated that the NEPA's requirements in Section 102 "clearly speak in mandatory terms, and do not leave the determination to administrative discretion." According to that court, the "mandatory requirements and high standards" set by the NEPA considerably narrow the scope of agency discretion. The Ninth Circuit agrees with the assertion that the mandatory nature of the NEPA's procedural requirements remove the decision of whether to prepare an impact statement from the agencies' sole discretion. Courts may review, *de novo,* the agencies' findings to determine if they are reasonable.

The courts employing this standard of reasonableness review an agency's decision and determine whether it was reasonable under the circumstances for
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the agency to conclude that a project had no significant environmental impacts. In order for a court to implement this stage of review, it requires that the party opposing the agency decision raise a "substantial environmental issue" concerning the proposed project. In other words, the plaintiff must allege "facts which if true, show that the recommended project would materially degrade any aspect of environmental quality." If the plaintiff meets this initial burden, then the court will examine and weigh the evidence of both the plaintiff and the agency to determine whether the agency reasonably concluded that there were no significant environmental impacts. Unlike the arbitrary and capricious standard, under which the courts usually confine themselves to an examination of the agency record, courts employing the reasonableness standard may admit evidence extrinsic to the agency record if the plaintiff makes a prima facie demonstration of incomplete development of the written agency record.

For example, in *Save Our Ten Acres v. Kreger*, plaintiffs were an association of employees of the Corps of Engineers formed to oppose the selection of a downtown site in Mobile, Alabama for construction of a federal office building. They challenged the decision of the General Services Administration (GSA) not to prepare an environmental impact statement for this project. The GSA had determined that there would be no significant environmental impact. Their decision had been upheld in the district court which had applied the arbitrary and capricious standard. The Fifth Circuit declined to apply that standard, choosing instead to use the reasonableness standard.

First, the *Save Our Ten Acres* court looked to see if plaintiffs' alleged facts that raised a substantial environmental issue. The court held that plaintiffs' charges that the construction would create severe urban parking and traffic congestion problems, aggravate an already existing air pollution problem, and be improperly located on the Mobile River's floodplain, satisfied this initial burden.
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burden. The court then remanded the case to the district court and required that it weigh the evidence of both the plaintiff and the agency, to decide if the agency's determination that no impact statement was necessary was a reasonable conclusion.

This same analysis appears in *Foundation for North American Wild Sheep v. United States Department of Agriculture.* Here the court held that the Forest Service's determination of no significant impact was unreasonable because the Service had failed to address certain crucial factors which plaintiff had raised. These factors related to the issue of whether opening a mining road in a canyon area would have an adverse impact on a herd of bighorn sheep. Specifically, the Forest Service had failed to consider the amount of traffic and the effect it would have on the sheep's breeding habits and use of a mineral lick. The court also decried the Forest Service's "speculation" about the sheep's tolerance of human intrusion. The court stated that the purpose of the NEPA's requirement that an environmental impact statement be prepared "is to obviate the need for such speculation by insuring that available data is gathered and analyzed prior to the implementation of the proposed action." This is the basic tenet of the reasonableness standard: that an agency not make a decision concerning the environmental impact of a project until it has fully considered the environmental issues involved. If those issues demonstrate conflicting evidence and a myriad of variables, then the agency should prepare an impact statement.

Currently, approximately five of the twelve circuits have used the reasonableness standard to review agency threshold determinations. The Eleventh Circuit indicated that it will follow the decisions of the Fifth Circuit, thus it will presumably also follow the reasonableness standard should it need to decide such a case.

The decisions employing "reasonableness" are consistent in their application of the standard. They all utilize the basic approach of requiring a plaintiff to raise a substantial environmental issue, followed by a weighing of the evidence of both plaintiff and agency to determine if the threshold finding was reasonable in view of this substantial environmental issue. Of course, the
"weighing" process depends on the plaintiff's ability to raise the environmental issue, and if the plaintiff fails to do this, then the court will not consider the reasonableness of the agency decision. A plaintiff's inability to meet this burden probably suggests "insignificance" as originally determined by the agency.

Agency threshold determinations have been upheld by courts using a reasonableness standard. In Lower Alloways Creek Township v. Public Service Electric and Gas Co., the Third Circuit found that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission had satisfied the requirements of the NEPA in its approval of a plan to enlarge the storage facilities for spent fuel at a nuclear generating plant. The court held that the Township had failed to satisfy its burden of raising a substantial environmental issue, and that this "proved fatal" to its cause. That court stated, "judges are neither scientists nor technicians; if judicial review of agency decisionmaking is to be productive and profitable, courts must insist that litigants provide them with sufficient information and analysis to assess critically the validity of the allegedly improper agency action."

In Winnebago Tribe v. Ray, the Eighth Circuit ruled for an agency's determination of no significant impact in an action involving crossing the Missouri River with power lines. Here the plaintiff's allegation was not of "sufficient significance to warrant shifting the burden of proof." The plaintiffs had alleged that the power lines would prove harmful to bald eagles. The court said that there was no evidence that eagles nested in the area, and that throughout the United States few eagles were electrocuted each year, making harm extremely unlikely.

Both of these cases illustrate that plaintiffs' allegations of harm to the environment must be specific and backed up with facts, and have some possibility of occurring. This makes it less likely that the reasonableness standard will be abused by plaintiffs who seek to delay projects for reasons other than environmental ones.

One author has suggested that a policy of concern for the environment is the motivation for the adoption of this stricter standard of reasonableness, and is not legally justified, asserting that the APA should be used unless there is
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clear and convincing evidence of contrary legislative intent. However, environmental lawsuits are unique because of the highly scientific and technical data involved and the valuation difficulties of assessing the worth of scenery and degree of harm. Also, and more importantly, they are exceptional because of the irreversible consequences of an environmental decision if harm is realized. These are compelling reasons to require very careful consideration of the consequences to the environment that could arise due to erroneous agency decisions. The NEPA mandates such care, and its policy goals should be addressed as well as can be through strict compliance with the impact statement process. To require the use of an arbitrary and capricious standard because the NEPA does not expressly call for something else is “overly formalistic,” and ignores the purpose of the NEPA’s procedural requirements.

The reasonableness standard is more flexible and works to better serve the requirements of the NEPA. It gives a court more leeway when met with a situation where an environmental impact statement should be prepared, yet there is no clearly arbitrary action by an agency. A reasonableness standard is not overly strict since it requires that there be a substantial environmental issue raised before a court will consider the basis for an agency’s determination. Even when the burden shifts to the agency, the agency still has an opportunity to give its reasons for its threshold determination so that the court can determine if there was a rational basis.

The courts using the reasonableness standard, or any other, do not address the question of whether a project is or is not desirable. An agency may prepare an adequate environmental impact statement which demonstrates serious adverse impacts, and still proceed to approve the project. The courts cannot overturn that decision by reason of the NEPA. The NEPA mandates only that the “environmental effects of the project be given appropriate consideration.” As one court stated, “an agency may be free to decide that the public should be subjected to grave risks.”

The United States Supreme Court has said that the NEPA is “essentially
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procedural," and this demonstrates the limited role which the courts may play in enforcing the policy goals of the NEPA. The Supreme Court has also ruled that an appellate court cannot require an agency to give determinative weight to environmental factors, favoring them above other factors. This forecloses the possibility of substantive judicial review under the NEPA.

The only teeth in the NEPA are the procedural requirements of Section 102(2)(c). Without that section the courts would have no basis to require agencies to introduce environmental considerations into the balancing analyses involved in decisionmaking. The NEPA would indeed be a "paper tiger." This presents a strong argument that the NEPA must therefore be enforced through its procedures, in the strictest way possible. A "reasonableness" standard currently represents the best way to do that.

**CONCLUSION**

The NEPA expresses Congress' desire to have agencies incorporate environmental considerations into their decision making process. It does this with the action-forcing mechanism of Section 102(2)(c), which requires the preparation of a detailed environmental impact statement for all "major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment." This statement must be made public so that all have access to the information and may comment upon it.

Not all federal actions significantly affect the environment, and Federal agencies therefore need not prepare impact statements in all situations. The agency makes the initial determination of significance, and threshold determinations of no significant impact have sparked a great deal of litigation. The lower federal courts have applied, with variations, basically two standards of review, the arbitrary and capricious standard of the APA, and the reasonableness standard. The District of Columbia employs a four-part test to determine whether an agency determination was arbitrary and capricious.

The courts that use the arbitrary and capricious standard do so because of their willingness to rely on agency expertise. Therefore, these courts allow agencies much more discretion in making their threshold determinations. However, the standard is not used consistently in the courts that employ it, indicating that these courts do not necessarily find it ideal for the purposes of the NEPA.

Confusion in the District of Columbia Circuit's decisions leaves unclear how that circuit wishes its four-part test to work.
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The "reasonableness" standard is the least deferential and most flexible standard. The courts that use it do so due to their belief that the NEPA mandates strict compliance with its procedural requirements, and leaves little room for agency discretion. This standard is the most consistently applied, and encourages maximum enforcement of the NEPA's policies. Given the limitations of the NEPA, it is perhaps the more effective and flexible standard.

The Supreme Court has declined to end the conflict among the circuits. Until it gives the final word on the issue and establishes a uniform standard, the decisions in lower courts will continue to be confused and divergent. Furthermore, federal agency determinations will not be subjected to the same level of scrutiny throughout the federal courts.

Janie A. Johns